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VIDEO

BUDAPEST COGWHEEL RAILWAY SURF

Hre is a 
special 
cogwheel 
railway 
switch

It was so good not being spotted

Let’s surf it!

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUzJCYHtvP0
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RISKY TRAM SURF
VIDEO

To be continued...

Let’s surf one of the awesome trams in Budapest!

Tram driver’s resting place

Bus driver

troublemakers

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
https://youtu.be/eUzJCYHtvP0?t=186
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Schindler smart MRL
Detailed look at some Schindler Smart MRL lifts

Inside the lift cab Dumb cameras everywhereHere is the call button

Hello Mr. Spying 
camera!!

Let’s take a look at the cabinet!

Brake release handle is usally borded up, but the metal plate is missing on this one

Let’s turn on shaft lights! (not working) Let’s drive it on inspection!.. Oh wait a moment...

VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GbcEWyDWimg
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Schindler smart MRL
So let’s surf another one Weird sticker on handrail

Big motor

After-surf levelling
I thought they can cut their cables...

Weird chassis with safety brake mechanism

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJ4dfVp3rToEk8ime7x8f_A
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EPIC CHRISTMAS PRESENT!!

For Christmas I got this AWESOME 
OLD KONČAR LIFT LAMP!!! And also 
some other lift parts and a soldering 
iron. I have to say a massive thank you 
to Otis Croatia for giving me these epic 
parts!

Here are the other 
parts:

I wired the Gen2 button(it’s 
red irl)
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SJENJAK IS AMAZING.
I have recently visited Sjenjak! IT 
WAS EPIC!!!! I found a load of old 
amazing tall innerdoorless Rade 
Končar lifts from the 70’s!! I can’t 
believe no one has bothered to 
modernize them!! They are very 
vandalised and creaky, loud and 
all out scary! I was there with my 
mum and she was terrified! 
Anyways, it was awesome, even if 
some old lifts were modernized or 
turned off. Hopefully she will take 
me there again in the near future! 
If you are ever in Osijek make sure 
to visit Sjenjak! You won’t regret it!

(also like half of the buildings have
broken door locks in the entrance 
so it is easy to get in them)

How does 
it get THIS 
DIRTY !?!? 
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SJENJAK IS AMAZING.
Here are some more images...

VIDEO COMING 1.1.2019!
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70’s Schindler in Tower Block.
I got a chance to go back at an old tower block where I lived back in the days. 
This lift had problems before but even tho its ~40 Years old it still works pretty good.
I got a good look inside and on top. I’m not sure if this is an R-Series or something older

I’ll probably come back later to surf it. 
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Liftyee’s page
In France there are some very interesting 
locks and waterways!

There was also this strange bicycle in a 
wall - some art sculpture?

Unfortunately many of the lifts were 
Otis Gen2 but there was the 
occasional Schindler

I also saw a generic lift that made a 
horrible buzzer sound when you 
pressed the button

Dewhurst! WAAAAAAK!
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Liftyee’s page
London Underground graffiti is… 
crazy

Random awful lift time

At Sadlers’ Wells theatre the public lift 
is awful generic but the goods lift is 
ALS! They told me to use the generic 
because it is ‘newer’ and ‘more reliable’!
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It’s lift surfing time in a building filled 
with poisonous gas!!!

I am still not sure if this picture is funny 
or creepy!

I didn’t really do that much 
this month.  I was on IVs for 2 
weeks and was kind of stuck 
at home.

I got some videos edited and 
made the next episode of 
Wheelie Bin is Hungry.

At least I found a 3.5 m/s 
Mitsubishi to surf!
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Stuck in hospital for a week of IVs, then I did the second 
week of IVs at home.

The method of doing IVs at hospital is very different from 
at home.  At hospital they put the medication into 100 ml 
of 0.9% NaCl, which is then then through an IV machine.  
When at home the medication arrives in a bubble that 
has been pre-made.

This time my long line was inserted via ultrasound into 
my arm which meant the line didn’t go through a vein 
valve and went in where the vein was bigger, so less 
irritation to the vein.  Also I had full movement of my 
elbow, when usually the line is inserted into the visible 
veins there limiting my moment and causing my arm 
muscle to seize up slightly.
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THE END
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